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Abstract 
During a dive peregrine falcons can reach velocities of more than 320 km/h and makes themselves 
the fastest animals in the world. The aerodynamic mechanisms involved are not fully understood 
yet and the search for a conclusive answer to this fact motivates the three-dimensional (3-D) flow 
study. Especially the cupped wing configuration which is a unique feature of the wing shape in 
falcon peregrine dive is our focus herein. In particular, the flow in the gap between the main body 
and the cupped wing is studied to understand how this flow interacts with the body and to what 
extend it affects the integral forces of lift and drag. Characteristic shapes of the wings while diving 
are studied with regard to their aerodynamics using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The re-
sults of the numerical simulations via ICEM CFD and OpenFOAM show predominant flow structures 
around the body surface and in the wake of the falcon model such as a pair of body vortices and tip 
vortices. The drag for the cupped wing profile is reduced in relation to the configuration of opened 
wings (without cupped-like profile) while lift is increased. The purpose of this study is primarily 
the basic research of the aerodynamic mechanisms during the falcon’s diving flight. The results 
could be important for maintaining good maneuverability at high speeds in the aviation sector. 
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1. Introduction 
The peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) is one of the world’s fastest birds. During horizontal flight, it reaches 
velocities of up to 150 km/h ([1] [2]) and even more than 320 km/h when nose-diving to attack its bird prey (e.g. 
[3]-[10]). Nearly all bird species can alter the shape of their wings and thus they can change their aerodynamic 
properties [11] [12], a concept known as “morphing wing” [13]. During a dive, peregrines also alter the shape of 
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their wings; while accelerating, they move them closer and closer to their body [10]. Several body shapes can be 
described as a classical diamond shape of the wings followed by a tight vertical tuck with a cupped-like profile 
of the frontal wing parts [10] [14]-[16]. Only at top velocities (up to at least 320 km/h) peregrines build a wrap 
dive vacuum pack, i.e. the wings are completely folded against the elongated body [17]. Peregrines are not only 
extremely fast flyers but also maintain remarkable maneuverability at high speeds. For instance, during court-
ship behavior they often change their flight path at the end of a dive, i.e. they turn from a vertical dive into a 
steep climb. This suggests that peregrines are exposed to high mechanical loads. 

Although the nose-diving flight of peregrines has been investigated for numerous times, exact numerical flow 
simulations have not been carried out. Therefore, we investigated different wing configurations (opened wings 
and cupped wings extension [9]) of the peregrine falcon during diving flight. Both geometries are gained from a 
previous study by Ponitz et al. (2014) [18] at maximum diving velocities from a dam wall dive. The present 
study investigates the influence of the geometry change of the extended cupped wings configuration via numer-
ical simulations. The results show that the cupped wings reduce both form and induced drag, while increasing 
the lift coefficient. This shows how fine the bird can tune the body forces by morphing the wing shape in diving 
flight conditions. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Geometries and Models of the Falcon 
2.1.1. Dam Wall Diving Flights of Real Falcons 
The numerical simulation in this study is based on the specific diving flight condition which is gained from a 
previous study by [18]. A peregrine falcon was trained to dive from a dam wall and the dive was captured with a 
stereo high-speed camera system to reconstruct the 3-D flight path. Furthermore, a camera equipped with 400 
mm zoom lenses was used to gain detail studies of the falcon body geometry. The region of interest shows three 
flight phases: (1) acceleration/diving phase, (2) transient phase with roughly constant speed and (3) deceleration 
phase. A maximum dive speed of 22.5 m/s was derived from the flight trajectory at flight phase (2). During the 
dive two significant body geometries are determined around the transient flight phase (2): one configuration 
without cupped wings (hereinafter called “opened wings”) and one configuration with cupped wings [9] (see 
Figure 1). For the investigated flight situation an angle of attack   5α = �  was determined for the equilibrium 
condition at the maximum diving speed of 22.5 m/s. For this flight situation wings remain stationary and do not 
flap. 
 

 
Figure 1. 3-D flight path and detailed body geometries of the falcon’s dive from dam wall Olef-Talsperre, Germany. 
The trajectory is color-coded with the flight velocity magnitude (red color: higher velocities). The region of interest 
shows three flight phases: (1) acceleration/diving phase, (2) transient phase with roughly constant speed and (3) 
deceleration phase. Maximum velocity during the dive was 22.5 m/s at flight phase (2). For this transient phase two 
specific configurations (opened wings and cupped wings) were obtained. An angle of attack α = 5˚ was determined for 
the equilibrium condition [18]. 
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2.1.2. Generation of the Models 
A life-sized model was built for both configurations, opened wings and cupped wings. Thus, we used the stuffed 
body of a female peregrine falcon and manually modified its wings until every body shape matched to the geo-
metries of the falcon during dive from the dam wall (see Figure 1). The main part of the body for both configu-
rations is identical. Only the tips of the wings are modified by a kind of winglets extension (cupped wings). 
Each modified body was fixated and subsequently scanned to acquire its 3-D surface contours (see Figure 2). In 
a further step, a one-to-one polyvinyl chloride (PVC) model was fabricated by laser sintering process using the 
acquired 3-D data. The experimental data from wind-tunnel test on this PVC falcon model is needed to evaluate 
the numerical simulations. Details of the aerodynamic relevant surface areas are given in Table 1. 

2.2. Experimental Set-Up 
For evaluating the numerical model the flow around the life-size PVC model was measured in a type Göttin-
genwind-tunnel. A force-balance delivered experimental data of the lift and drag forces of the identical model 
geometry. Hence, results of the wind-tunnel tests can be compared with numerical simulation results of lift and 
drag coefficients. The experimental set-up is depicted in Figure 3. 

2.3. Numerical Set-Up 
The numerical flow simulations of the falcon allow visualizing flow regions that are difficult to access by expe-
rimental methods. Furthermore, they enable to show distributions, for example, of the wall shear stress or pres-
sure in order to identify hot spots, and most important for the present work, the exact determination of quantities 
like the λ2 vortex criterion of the flow field. In the present study, the three-dimensional CAD model of the falcon 
is transferred into a computational unstructured grid using a grid generation tool ICEM CFD 14.5 (ANSYS, Inc., 
Canonsburg, PA, USA). The computational domain as marked in Figure 4 includes the inflow region, the falcon 
region, and the downstream wake region of the flow. 

Special attention was paid to the meshing of the falcon. Refinements toward near-wall regions were taken into 
consideration. The grid consists in total of 6.5 million unstructured tetrahedron cells and 1.5 million prism cells 
on the falcon surface. A mesh independency check for the results of lift and drag coefficients was done for up to 
10 million cells. Simulation stability was investigated in respect to different grid parameters and following set-
tings leads to stable results: The height of the first prisms layer on the falcon surface is set to 0.1 mm ( ) 0.2y+ =  
with a growth factor of 1.10 for the following layer perpendicular to the wall and a total number of 10 layers 
 

 
Figure 2. Computer aided design (CAD) falcon models: opened wingshape (left) and cupped 
wing shape (right). 
 
Table 1. Reference areas of the falcon modelswith opened wings and cupped wings. 

Aspect view 
Reference area 

Opened wings Cupped wings 

Top-view projection area Aref,opened,top = 0.0411 m2 Aref,cupped,top = 0.0421 m2 

Frontal projection area Aref,opened,front = 0.0123 m2 Aref,cupped,front = 0.0139 m2 
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Figure 3. PVC falcon model and force-balance in the wind- 
tunnel [18]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Numerical model dimensions and boundary condi- 
tions. 

 
(Figure 5). For these simulation parameters the results deliver stable values which furthermore match the expe-
rimental results of lift and drag forces obtained from the wind-tunnel tests (e.g. ,EXP 0.0698DC =  and 

,CFD 0.0725DC =  for the drag coefficients of cupped wing model geometry). For determining the lift and drag 
coefficients we used the top-view projection area (see Table 1) as the reference of the falcon model. Thus, the 
evaluated numerical simulation model is used for the following investigations. 

The numerical flow simulation was performed using the open source CFD software OpenFOAM (OpenCFD 
Ltd., Bracknell, UK). The code numerically solves the conservation equations of mass and momentum by means 
of a finite volume approach. The Reynolds number Re  based on the length ref   400 mmL =  reaches values of 
about Re 587000=  for 22.5 m/su = . Therefore, turbulent flow is taken into account by a Reynolds averaged 
approach and the one equation Spalart-Almaras turbulence model. The turbulent viscosity Tν  for the Spa-
lart-Almaras model can be determined by: 

3    
2T u I lν = ⋅ ⋅�                                      (1) 

where u  is the free stream velocity, I  is the turbulence intensity (   0.04%I = , from experiments [18]) and l  
is the length scale ( )ref  0.07l L= . The comparison with the results gained from the two equations k - ω SST 
model showed that the Spalart-Almaras simulations delivered more stable results. A major advantage of this 
model is that it was developed for flow simulations around an airfoil including wake regions and stall pheno-
mena. Air was treated as a single-phase, incompressible ( )  0.07Ma= , isothermal (20˚C) Newtonian fluid with 
constant density (1.189 kg/m3) and viscosity ( )618.232 10  Pas−× . Boundary conditions were chosen in agree-
ment with the experimental situation described in the section before and are defined in Table 2. 
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Figure 5. Prisms layer and density boxes of the grid refinement. 
 
Table 2. Overview of boundary conditions. 

Boundary 
Flow variables 

u  p  �Tν  

Falcon 0=u  0p⋅∇ =n  0=�Tν  

Inlet 22.5 m/s  0p⋅∇ =n  4 23.08 10  m /s−×  

Outlet 0⋅∇ =n u  31013 10  Pa×  0⋅∇ =�Tn ν  

Sides Symmetry Symmetry Symmetry 

 
Due to the incompressible character of the fluid, the pressure was set in average constant in the outlet of the 

test compartment, so that the simulated relative pressure field can be transferred in the post-processing to the 
correct pressure level with the help of experimental measurements. The simulations were carried out for steady 
flow conditions. 

3. Results 
The angle of attack for the investigated flight situation was determined in a previous study by Ponitz et al. (2014) 
[18] for the equilibrium condition at the maximum diving speed and is set to   5α = � . Figure 6 shows a sche-
matic vector diagram of the acting lift and drag forces on the falcon as well as the angle of attack in relation to 
the reference line of the falcon model which is built between the falcons tip and tail. The tip of the falcon is de-
fined as the origin of the coordinate system (e.g.  0 mx= ). 

Results from the numerical simulation are post-processed with the software packages ParaView 4.0.1 (Kit-
ware Inc., Clifton Park, NY, USA) and Tecplot 360 2013 (Tecplot Inc., Bellevue, WA, USA). Thus, the integral 
forces such as lift and drag forces are calculated from the velocity and pressure data field and visualizations are 
realized. With the calculated lift ( )L  and drag ( )D  forces the associated coefficients could be determined as 
followed: 

2

2 L
L LC  

q A u Aρ
⋅

= =
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

                                 (2) 

and 

2

2  D
D DC

q A u Aρ
⋅

= =
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

,                                (3) 

where q  is the dynamic pressure, ρ  is the mass density of the fluid, u  is the free stream velocity and A  
is the reference area of the wing, in both cases the top-view projection area ref,topA . 

All results are illustrated as comparative data between both configurations, the opened wing shape and the 
cupped wing shape. Table 3 shows the obtained lift and drag coefficients. Figure 7 shows the visualizations  
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Figure 6. Definition of reference line, angle of attack and schematic vector diagram of forces. 
 
Table 3. Comparison of lift and drag coefficients for both body geometries: opened wings vs. 
cupped wings (Reference area is the top-view projection area). 

Flow parameter 
Falcon model configuration 

Opened wings Cupped wings 

Lift coefficient CL 0.0851 0.1119 

Drag coefficent CD 0.0892 0.0725 

 
between the two configurations for surface pressure distribution, wall shear stress, streamlines below the wings, 
wake flow via 2λ  vortex detection criterion [19] and slices in the wake [20]. In addition, Figure 8 gives a 
more detailed insight of the surface streamlines on both body configurations. 

The comparison of the lift coefficients (Table 3) shows a value of ,opened  0.0851LC =  for the configuration 
with opened wings and a value of ,cupped  0.1119LC =  for the cupped wing shape. The cupped wing profile caus-
es an increased lift coefficient for identical simulation parameters. This is due to the cupped wings which deliver 
more wing area for lift. The passing air flow is held below the wing on the pressure side of the cupped wing. 
Hence, the acting lift component is increased in relation to the geometry of opened wing configuration. More 
interesting is the focus on the drag coefficient. Due to the extended cupped wing shape an increased drag coeffi-
cient is expected in relation to the opened wing geometry, however the results show the contrarian. With the 
cupped wings extension the drag coefficient is reduced from ,opened 0.0892DC =  down to a value of 

,cupped  0.0725DC = , see Table 3. The reason could be found in the flow details as discussed below by means of 
streamlines and near-surface flow visualizations. 

For comparison with bluff body aerodynamics we calculated in addition the drag coefficient with the projec-
tion area along the axis of flight (frontal projection area ref ,frontA ). The following values were determined: 

,opened,frontal  0.2980DC =  and ,cupped,frontal  0.2402DC = . They show the same tendency of decreased drag in the 
cupped wing configuration. 

In the upper part of Figure 7 surface pressure distributions show typical areas of higher pressure on the tip of 
the falcon body and on the leading edge of the wings. Typical areas of lower pressure are found on the suction 
side of both wing configuration and especially between the cupped wings and the falcon body. In addition, wall 
shear stress distributions combined with the Line-Integral-Convolution (LIC) visualization method [21] show 
characteristic patterns of a streamlined body. Besides the visualizations of surface pressure and wall shear stress 
distributions, the streamlines and wake flow characteristics below and behind the falcon models show significant 
flow features (see middle and lower part of Figure 7). For instance, the comparison of the streamlines below the 
wings (color coded with the velocity magnitude) show different pathways and various hotspots of maximum 
velocity values below the wings. Streamlines around the opened wing configuration indicates flow separation 
whereas the cupped wings show streamlines which lies close to the body contour for a much longer distance  
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Falcon model configuration 
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Figure 7. Comparison of visualized flow parameters for both configurations: opened wings vs. cupped wings. 
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downstream. Additionally, the spot of higher velocity magnitude below the cupped wings indicate an accelera-
tion of the flow in this region like in a tapering nozzle. Therefore the flow remains attached to the body for a 
longer distance downstream, which affects the body drag in a beneficial way. This could be one reason for the 
reduced drag of the cupped wing geometry in relation to the opened wing shape. 

Furthermore, the wake flow behind the model visualized by the 2λ  vortex detection criterion (iso-surface is 
color coded with the vorticity magnitude) let recognize some differences between both configurations. In both 
cases two vortex pairs are recognizable. One vortex pair is generated around the wings (known as the wing-tip 
vortex) and one vortex pair is generated from flow separation at the aft part of the falcon main body (called 
herein the body vortex). The vorticity distribution in the wake is shown for two discrete slices in the Trefftz- 
plane [20] at the positions close to ( )  0.5 mx=  and far behind ( )  0.85 mx=  the falcon model. The cupped 
wings lead to wing-tip vortices which are located further down in vertical direction than in the case of the 
opened wing configuration. Body vortices of both model shapes occur rather in the same location. Hence, the 
spatial arrangement of the vortex pairs (wing-tip and body vortices) is significantly closer in the case of the 
cupped wings geometry. In general, the induced drag of a wing depends on the strength of circulation and the 
lateral position of the wake vortices away from the centerline, thus it is concluded that the observed differences 
also influence the induced drag for both geometries. 

Figure 8 depicts details of the surface streamlines around both body configurations. Streamlines below the 
opened wings indicates more clearly local flow separation in relation to the geometry with cupped wings where 
streamlines appear more continuous such as in an attached flow. 

Figure 9 illustrates the three-dimensional arrangement of wake vortices visualized by the iso-surface of the 
vortex detection criterion 2λ  colored coded with the vorticity magnitude. The velocity distribution in the slice 
at position 0.64 mx =  shows the downwash in the wake region of the falcon. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 
This study investigated in detail the aerodynamics of steady flight conditions of a peregrine falcon in dive mo-
tion. The contours of body and wing shape as well as the dive speed and angle of attack have been detected in a 
previous study and were used herein for numerical flow simulations around the body and in the wake: we simu-
lated the flow at an angle of attack of 5˚ and a flow speed of 22.5 m/s. 

The focus of this study was the comparison of the opened wing shape and geometry with cupped extension of 
the wing tip. The formulation “cupped wings” was first used by [9] to describe the shape of the downward tilted 
tips of the wing which is a typical falcon shape during dive. When comparing both wing configurations the re-
sults clearly reveal that the cupped wing configuration increases lift and decreases drag under the same flow 
conditions (and angle of attack). Although the total surface area in the cupped wing configuration is larger, the 
body drag is reduced. The reason therefore is the acceleration of the flow close to the body in the gap between 
cupped wing tip and main body surface. Therefore flow separation is shifted towards the trailing edge of the  

 

 
Figure 8. Comparison of visualized surface streamlines for both configurations: opened wings (left) vs. cupped wings 
(right). 
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Figure 9. Three-dimensional visualization of the spatial arrangement of wake vortices. The 
iso-surface of 2λ  criterion is color coded with the vorticity magnitude. 

 
body which reduces the form drag of the body. In addition, the modification of the tip vortices position and 
strength in the wake of the cupped wings hints on the beneficial effect on reducing the induced drag. This can be 
deduced from the analysis of the flow in the Trefftz-plane behind the body. This shows how fine the bird can 
tune the body forces by morphing the wing shape in diving flight conditions. 

Conclusions drawn herein are based on a smooth surface of the model. In nature the body is covered with 
feathers which may also play a role [22]. The tiny scales and the elastic properties of the feathers were not taken 
into account. This is subject of ongoing work. 
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